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Judge Gives Swipe-Fee Deal Preliminary OK 
 U.S. District Court Judge John Gleeson has granted 
preliminary approval to the proposed $7.25-billion settlement 
between retailers and Visa Inc., MasterCard Inc. and other 
financial institutions. 
 Gleeson made his decision after hearing oral 
arguments on the swipe-fee deal in U.S. District Court, 
Eastern District of New York in Brooklyn, N.Y. this 
morning. 
 The deal, which would bring an end to a seven-year 
class action lawsuit, was reached in July and was 
immediately met by steep opposition from retailers and 
industry associations -- some of which are parties to the case 
and some that aren't. Proponents argued that the settlement 
does not introduce competition and transparency into the 
credit card swipe fee market. They also claimed the deal 
releases Visa and MasterCard from future litigation, as 
CSNews Online has previously reported. 
 However, Gleeson said during the hearing that 
concerns raised so far "have been overstated." He said 
opponents at this stage haven't raised sufficient arguments to 
"derail preliminary approval," according to MarketWatch. As 
a result of the preliminary approval, changes to Visa and 
MasterCard rules are set to take effect in 60 days. 
 Friday afternoon the association said it -- and a 
number of other merchant groups -- will likely appeal the 
decision. "We remain convinced that this is a bad deal and we 
will look at our options to appeal this decision. This bad deal 
should not be forced upon the vast majority of merchants  
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and -- their customers -- who do not want it," said NACS 
President and CEO Hank Armour. 
 The path to final approval is a long one, and NACS 
and the other named plaintiffs want a trial to establish that the 
anticompetitive practices engaged in by the credit card 
industry are illegal, the association added. 
 "The merchant community is deeply committed to 
reforms that bring transparency and competition to the broken 
electronic payments market. The volume and diversity of 
those objecting to this flawed proposal is remarkable and 
continues to grow. Today's hearing was the first of many 
opportunities for the merchant community to highlight the 
substantial flaws in the proposed settlement," said Jeff 
Shinder, managing partner, Constantine Cannon LLC. "We 
will seek to appeal today's ruling in order to stop the 
misleading notice from being sent to merchants and to put the 
brakes on a proposed settlement that would cause significant 
harm to merchants and ultimately their customers." 
 Shinder is counsel to a majority of named class 
plaintiffs in the case that object to the settlement. 
 
 
City Eyeing $500 Charge To Businesses 
For FDNY's Safety Checks  
 While Mayor Michael Bloomberg professes to be an 
advocate of small-business owners, he's proposing that 
merchants pony up as much as $500 for annual fire safety 
inspections -- a service that's currently conducted free of 
charge by the FDNY. 
 "On one hand, the city is trying to make all these 
improvements for small businesses, and on the other hand, 
they are proposing these fees that are just revenue generators. 
This is bad for business all the way around," said Linda 
Baran, president and CEO of the Staten Island Chamber of 
Commerce. 
 The legislation, introduced into the City Council's 
Finance Committee at Bloomberg's request last month, 
proposes a $500 fee for required fire safety inspections on 
six-story buildings (or those exceeding 75 feet in height). 
Buildings that are six stories or less than 75 feet would be 
charged $400 for a general fire safety inspection.  
 Excluded from the fees would be certain "assembly 
groups" which includes educational complexes, houses of 
worship, and some recreational venues.  
 "The bill before you would amend the city's fire 
code to provide that the fire commissioner may require Fire 
Department representatives to conduct inspections on a 
periodic basis," said James Esposito, chief of operations for 
the FDNY, at an Oct. 18 Council hearing on the legislation. 
He said the fee would be charged once a year regardless of 
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how many times the FDNY inspects a building. 
 "This bill promotes public and firefighter safety. The 
inspections help to ensure that buildings are maintained and 
operated in a safe and lawful manner and thereby reduce fire 
risks," said John McCarthy, a Bloomberg spokesman. He did 
not address the fee attached to the bill. 
 Staten Island's Council contingent gave a thumbs 
down to the legislation. 
 "This is another example of city government seeking 
to put a fee on a function of government that presumably is 
covered by the exorbitant taxes paid by New Yorkers, and I 
oppose it," said Councilman James Oddo (R-Mid-
Island/Brooklyn). "It does reinforce the larger issue that, as a 
city, we don't have a revenue problem; rather, we have a 
spending problem. Only if the city gets serious about finally 
addressing the four 'non-controllables' of pension costs, 
health care costs for city workers, debt service and Medicaid 
costs, will we stop seeing revenue-generating proposals like 
Intro. 940 [the proposed legislation]." 
 "The safety of the public is imperative and therefore 
it is necessary for small businesses to have fire safety 
inspections," said Councilwoman Debi Rose (D-North 
Shore). "However, small businesses have experienced a 
confluence of new regulations, which have contributed to 
them being excessively taxed, and to add another tax at this 
time would add undue hardship and should be avoided." 
 Said Councilman Vincent Ignizio (R-South Shore): 
"This legislation doesn't seem to have a lot of support in the 
Council, and it will need major changes..." 
 "It's easy for the city to say we're going to impose 
another $400 to $500 fee because sometimes their view is 
that everyone who owns a business is rich, and this is just 
another tax." 
 Staten Island's business owners and leaders also 
oppose the legislation. 
 "This is an onerous fee. Why are they going to 
charge $500 for something that the FDNY has already been 
doing for free?" said Dean L. Balsamini, director of the 
Staten Island Small Business Development Center (SBDC). 
 Local business owners say the fire safety inspection 
fee is yet another cost that makes doing business in the 
borough less affordable. "The fire inspection fee is ridiculous. 
It's just another tax put on us that we can't afford," said Artie 
Grover, owner of Mid-Island Car Service in Rossville. 
 Business owners say the money spent on such 
"taxes" could be better used for expansion. "The politicians 
put a spin on things where they don't raises taxes. What they 
do raise are fees. We're talking $500, not $50. This is another 
nail in the coffin of small businesses," said Bob Cutrona, 
owner of the Meiers Corners-based Project One, a 
construction, building maintenance and renovation company. 
"It takes away from our ability to grow, expand and make 
jobs." 
 Salvatore E. Sottile, president of Sottile Security 
International in St. George, agreed. "If businesses have to pay 
a bill for something, they have to take it from somewhere. 
Either they won't hire employees or [they will] reduce their 
hours." 
 

New York Calls for Odd-Even Fuel Rationing 
 Governor Cuomo announced odd-even fuel 
rationing for New York City and Long Island to help reduce 
long lines at gasoline stations throughout the region. The plan 
went into place this morning at 5:00 am to help alleviate 
persistent shortages affecting as many as one-third of 
gasoline stations in the state's hurricane impact zone. 
 "Nassau and Suffolk Counties and the City of New 
York have decided to implement temporary fuel management 
measures to reduce lines at retail gasoline stations," said 
Governor Cuomo in a statement. "The plans are regionally 
synchronized and all will have the same rules. The plans will 
impose odd-even rules on the purchase of gasoline for non-
commercial vehicles and have been designed in coordination. 
Westchester, Rockland, and Orange will not have fuel 
management measures at this time. The state will continue to 
coordinate among local governments, as well as the federal 
government, to ensure that the any fuel management 
measures are planned and implemented in conjunction with 
the Coast Guard, the U.S. Department of Energy and the 
petroleum industry." 
 According to the governor's website, a partial failure 
of a terminal served by the Buckeye Pipeline, which pumps 
approximately 4.5 million gallons of gas per day into the 
New York City and Long Island area, occurred due to power 
failures late Wednesday night when the Nor-Easter storm hit. 
While power was restored the next morning, there was an 
interruption in the fuel supply chain to those regions. Fuel 
supply to the northern suburbs is largely unaffected by this 
terminal going off-line. 
 Under the plans adopted by the counties and the city, 
odd-even fuel sales began today at 5:00 am in Nassau, 
Suffolk, and the five boroughs of New York City. The plan 
requires gas stations to only sell fuel to drivers with vehicles 
bearing license plates that correlate in odd-even terms with 
the day of the month. Drivers with license plates ending in an 
even number are able to buy fuel on only even numbered 
days of each month and drivers with license plates ending in 
an odd number will be able to buy fuel on only odd numbered 
days of each month. License plates not displaying a number, 
such as vanity plates, are considered odd numbered plates. 
Out of state plates are subject to the same requirements. 
 The requirement does not apply to filling of fuel 
cans, commercial vehicles, taxi or limousine fleets, or 
emergency fleets, nor does it apply to hand held gas cans. 
 The duration of the fuel management plan will be 
determined by the counties and the City in coordination with 
New York State. 
 
 
Justice Department Seeks Reconsideration of Graphic 
Cigarette Labels 

The debate over graphic cigarette warning labels is not 
over yet, now that the federal government is asking a federal 
appeals court to take another look at the issue. 

The U.S. Justice Department filed a petition Oct. 9, 
asking the full court to rehear the case after a three-judge 
panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington affirmed in 
August a lower court ruling blocking the requirement 
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mandated by the Food and Drug Administration, according to 
the Associated Press. 

The lower court ruled that the mandate violated the First 
Amendment's free speech protections. The court rarely grants 
such appeals, the news outlet noted. 

The FDA mandate would have required nine new 
graphic warning labels -- a combination of text and images -- 
on all cigarette packaging and advertising by Sept. 22. The 
FDA issued the mandate and revealed the nine labels in June 
2011.  

Less than two months later, tobacco companies including 
Lorillard Inc., R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Commonwealth 
Brands Inc. and Liggett Group LLC responded to the 
mandate with a lawsuit, as CSNews Online previously 
reported. 
 
 
Murphy Oil Corp. to Spin Off C-store Business 

Murphy Oil Corp. will spin off its downstream division, 
including its entire retail division, in 2013, the company 
announced this morning. 

The downstream company will be a separately traded 
company called Murphy Oil USA Inc. 

Separating these two businesses will allow each to 
unlock its own potential for growth," said Claiborne Deming, 
Murphy Oil Corp.'s chairman of the board. "We have built 
two strong but distinct businesses. Murphy will be a pure-
play exploration and production company with strong returns 
and attractive investment opportunities, while Murphy USA 
will be a leading retailer with over 1,100 retail gasoline 
outlets." 

In addition, Murphy Oil Corp. said splitting into two 
companies would allow each business to focus on its 
"strategic priorities with financial targets that best fit its own 
market and opportunities;" and "allocate resources and deploy 
capital in a manner consistent with its priorities." 

"We look forward to these two separate well positioned 
companies growing and prospering in their respective 
industries," commented Steven Cossé, Murphy Oil Corp.'s 
CEO. 

Also, as part of the transaction, Murphy Oil Corp. 
authorized a special dividend of $2.50 per share and plans to 
buy up to $1 billion of the company's shares via a share 
buyback. 

The spinoff of Murphy USA is subject to customary 
conditions, including regulatory approval and confirmation 
from the Internal Revenue Service that it can be tax-free 
transaction. 
 
 
Payroll Tax Relief Doomed? 

You may be thinking to yourself, “Hey aren’t we 
withholding only 4.2 percent on OASDI wages?” 

The answer is “yep”- at least for a couple of more 
months. 

The Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance 
Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010 gave us the 
first temporary reduction (for 2011) in the OASDI rate for the 
employee portion of the FICA tax.   It was reduced by two 

percentage points to 4.2 percent.  Similarly, for taxable years 
beginning in 2011, the OASDI rate for a self-employed 
individual was reduced by two percentage points to 10.4 
percent. 

The Temporary Payroll Tax Cut Continuation Act of 
2011 extended that two-percentage point reduction through 
the end of February 2012. 

Earlier this year, Congress passed H.R. 3630, the Middle 
Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (MCTRJCA).  
It extended the temporary two-percentage point payroll tax 
“holiday” for employees (and to the same extent, to the self-
employed) through the end of 2012. 

Now here’s the weird thing.  One would think that 
another extension of the two percent break would be 
something both candidates would be embracing.  Talk about 
in the “wheelhouse” of middle class tax relief.  Yet the 
common Washington hallway talk is that the payroll tax cut is 
among the lowest on the priority list and the common 
assumption on both sides of the aisle is that it will expire 
without a whimper.  (This monologue is rhetorical-there is no 
way in the middle of a presidential campaign that Governor 
Romney was ever going to endorse what was originally 
President Obama’s idea. It is more surprising the 
Administration has seemed to abandon it.)  We have other 
priorities but regardless of whether you think it is a good idea 
or bad idea, be ready, because when the first paychecks are 
issued in January, some employees are not going to 
remember it was temporary and that you have nothing to do 
with that suddenly smaller take home check. 
 
 
Hospital Insurance Trust Tax 
 

As a revenue offset, the health care reform law increases 
the Medicare Hospital Insurance (HI) trust portion) of the 
payroll tax to 2.35 percent from 1.45 percent (i.e. a 0.9 
increase) on wages or self-employment income over 
$200,000 for an individual return and $250,000 for a joint 
return.  There is no limit on the amount of wages or self-
employment income that is subject to the tax (unlike the 
social security portion of the FICA tax, which has a wage 
cap).  This is an increase in the employee’s share only.  The 
employer will continue to pay to its 1.45 percent rate share on 
the employee’s wages.  In the case of the self-employed, they 
will pay “only” the additional 0.9 percent on the income 
above the $200,000/$250,000 threshold.  The increase takes 
effect in 2013. 
 
 
Unearned Income Medicare Contribution Tax 

Since the HI applies only to earned income, the law 
establishes a new “Unearned Income Medicare Contribution” 
(UIMC) tax.  This is calculated separately from the HI tax 
and would apply to “net investment income” which is 
interest, dividends, royalties, rents, gross income from a trade 
or business involving passive activities, and net gain from 
disposition of property (other than property held in a trade or 
business).  The rate is 3.8 percent.  The UIMC tax on net 
investment income would not apply if modified adjusted 
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gross income is less than $250,000 in the case of a joint 
return, or $200,000 in the case of a single return.  The UIMC 
tax takes effect in 2013. 

This latter provision is going to create lot of “holy cow, 
where did that come from” heartburn.  If you read the words 
carefully there are lots of limitations like the words 
“involving passive activities” that in addition to the income 
thresholds, are going to limit the ultimate impact but until a 
tax advisor sorts through them, “more-often-than-not 
inaccurate” Internet chatter is sure to sow plenty of anxiety 
attacks when the switch is flipped at the beginning of the 
year. 

The threshold for claiming the itemized deduction for 
medical expenses is increasing from 7.5 percent to 10 
percent, beginning in 2013. 

Contributions to Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs) are 
capped at $2,500 (indexed) annually, beginning in 2013. 

 
 

COLA Related Pension And Tax Items 
As it does each year, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

followed up the SSA release with a list of pension and tax 
items that are adjusted by that same COLA percentage. 

Among the highlights (all effective January 1, 2013): 
• The elective deferral (contribution) limit for 

employees who participate in 401(k), 403(b), most 
457 plans, and the federal government’s Thrift 
Savings Plan is increased from $17,000 to $17,500. 

• The limitation on the annual benefit under a defined 
benefit plan under is increased from $200,000 to 
$205,000. 

• The limitation for defined contribution plans is 
increased in 2013 from $50,000 to $51,000. 

• The annual compensation limit for various sections 
that determine maximum contributions is increased 
from $250,000 to $255,000. 

• The annual exclusion for gifts rises to $14,000 for 
2013, up from $13,000 for 2012. 

 
 
New Sunoco Owner Says It  
Won't Divest Station Business 
 Executives at Energy Transfer Partners (ETP) told 
Sunoco jobbers this week that "they have no intention of 
selling" the Sunoco retail business. 
 Energy Transfer took title to Sunoco earlier this 
month, and there has been widespread talk that the wholesale 
and retail marketing network doesn't mesh well with ETP's 
primary business, which is logistics. 
 In letters to Sunoco marketers, ETP cited the Sunoco 
flag as one of the strongest gasoline brands in America, 
noting that it is well recognized beyond its East Coast and 
Great Lakes footprint. The partnership with NASCAR and 
Indy Car were also mentioned, and the letter talked about a 
"great platform for continued growth." 
 Attractive returns at the company-operated, 
franchise, dealer and distributor levels of trade were also 

cited. ETP, which is structured as a master limited 
partnership (MLP), also noted that the Sunoco retail business 
has delivered "consistent cash flows" which are critically 
important to MLPs.  
 A meeting between new and legacy management 
and Sunoco retailers is scheduled in Orlando in February. 
 Notwithstanding the letter, OPIS has confirmed that 
discussions between ETP officials and potential buyers of 
Sunoco real estate have taken place in recent months. It is not 
known if those talks centered on company-operated stations 
or jobber-supplied outlets.  
 ETP has some work to do in order to structure the 
operations within its master limited partnership. Actual c-
store sales, for example, don't qualify for preferential MLP 
treatment. The rack-to-retail margins as well as transportation 
do qualify for the tax breaks that come with the structure, 
however. 
--Tom Kloza, tkloza@opisnet.com  
 
Copyright, Oil Price Information Service 
 

 
ATTENTION INSPECTION 

STATIONS 
 
The association has received a flurry 
of requests for legal representation for 
violations of the DMV commissioner 
regulations known as "clean 
scanning."  that is  when a vehicle 
other that the one to be inspected is 
substitute for the OBD-II part of the 
test.  We have no defense for these 
violations.  DMV has the ability to 
trace the OBD-II inspection to the 
vehicle used for the inspection. 
 
If you cannot pass a vehicle for any 
reason, get help.  That help could 
come from DMV.  This is a violation 
that almost always results in 
revocation.   
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